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EWS
Stjidents ready to head south
:i.u.u~.

&n~e Xavier students will find light at the end of the cold dark
turure1,of winter in the wai·m gulf waters of Cancllll, Mexico,
thanks,;to this year's spring break trip organized by SAC.
According to Aaron Tropmann, SGA administrative vice prcsidcnt,,.SAC decided to plan the trip farther south than usual
because of spring break's early start this year. SAC picked
Cancun after polling students who were interested in the spring
break trip. The deadline· to apply for the trip was in December,
and nearly two dozen students signed up. If you missed the
deadline orcouJcln 'tafford the trip, don 'tworry, said Tropmann.
In addition to the spring br·cak trip, SAC is planning to offer
shorter one day or weekend ti·jps, which will be more affordable.
by

Chri~

Kiefer

NEW LAW OF THE LAND: Student senate will vote on
approval of a new SGA constitution this Monday, after several
weeks of debate on individuaJ pieces of the constitution. If the
constitution is approved by senate it will be forwarded to SGA
President Stephen Zralek and Vice President for Student Development Uon Slepitza for firial approval. The senate meeting to
vote on the constitution will be held in the Terrace Room of the
University Center at 3 p.m. Monday. All students arc invited to
attend .. The proposed constitut_ion is a complete overhaul of the
SCA co~stitution that was adopted in March 1992, according to
Seu'ato~ Michael Dake. Students who wmild like to read the.

:::~:~;.;:: ;~~:p::ir,~:;~: ~::::~' Aetivitio• offieo, the.... ..
IZODS AND FLUORESCENT SWEATSHIRTS: Commuter
Council and SAC are co-sponsoring an "Early 1980s" dance on
Friday, Feb.11 in the cafeteria from 9:oo p.m. to 1:00 a.m. A live
disc jockey will be on hand to play songs from 1978-1986 and take
requests. Prizes for the top three fashions worn will be awarded.
Ticket.s will be available at the door: $3 for a single ticket and $5
for couples.
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Racial bostilify Surfaces indottn
BY AMY HELMF.S
·;

~
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Freshm~n ·Monique_ Luckey
never expected to be a target of
racial hostility when she moved
on campus in.January._.
PERSONAL BUSINESS: The Xavier Entrepreneurial Center,
Nevertheless, within six days
the Office of Student Activities, and the Xavier chapter of the
of moving onto the 3rd floor of
Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs are co-sponsoring the
Brockman Hhli, LucfkeyWasgiven
annual "Search for Xavier Student Entrepreneurs." The proa cold receptjon by two students
gram seeks to identify the ten most successful business ventures
who vandalized the bulletin board
owned by Xavier undergraduates. Anyone from the Xavier
outside Luckey' s room with swascommunity is eligible. Application forms are available at 409
tikas, racial slurs, and sexually
Schott Hall. The deadline is March 1, 1994.
obscene remarks.
Luckey i~ a black student and
VIRTUAL BOOKS: ATLANTA - The library system of the.
said she was used to dealing with
futt!rc is starting to appear on several college campuses.
the mostly white population at
Emory University recently received a grant that enables the
Xavier, having come from a preschQol to start a three-year, $900,000 project to develop a
dominantly white high school.
bluJprint for a prototype of a virtual library - a library which
However, this incident has left
books and other bound materials arc transferred to digital
Luckey .feeling victimized and
info.rmation available at the touch of a computer button and
confused. "I just keep asking myconnection of a telephone line.
_..
. . self, 'What did I do to have this
Issues dealing with copyright law, ~sage and storage capability
. happen to me? Why me?"'
arc just some of the enormous challenges of such a project, said
The· inCi~lent occurred at
Jan Gleason, executive director of Emory's News and Informaaround 2 p.m. on Jan. 13_.
tion Office. But the rewards' of virtual libraries also arc huge,
: , '. ; -. Luckey· said she was alone in
especially for research projects .. Other universities working on _. .. her room when she heard voices
virtual library systems include the University of Florida, the
.. yelling racial slurs.~nth~ hall.
Uni~ersity of Southern California, Carnegie Mellon University,
When she looked out of the
and;Rutgcrs University.
peephole from inside her room
-: 'she saw two male· students standcompiled by Dan Sigwanl witl~· ~~~1trilmtio11s from Coile~c Pr~88 Ser~ce.
--ing outside her door.

Luckey silid she wat~hed ihe
two young men for the next few
minutes. When they finally left,
Luckey went out into the hall.
She immediately noticed the bulletin board which had been previously decorated with a collage of
magazine piCtures was covered
with swastikas and various epithets which Luckey felt were targeted at her.
Luckey said she took the defiled board down immediately and .

she saw the vandalized board before Luckey removed it.
"I saw swastikas and that sort
of thing, but I reallydidn't read
it,'' Aitch said. ''Monique was
pretty calm ... she didri't express
her anger inan extreme way hut
of course she was upset." ·
Colleen Cichon, a resident assistant on the third floor of
Brockman Hall said Luckey informed her of the incident later
that evening.
The two alleged perpetrators
whom Luckey identified will even"/know tlte whole
school is11 t like this but tually come before a disciplinary
. board who will decide whether
I shmdd11 t have
any disciplinary action will he
to deal wil/1 it. n
taken;
Luckey said. while she has re- Monique Luckey, .
. freshman· ceived a lot of support around
campus, there ai·e some people
took it to Dr. Merelyn Bates- who think she has blown the whole
Mims at Xavier's Office of Affir- · incident out of proportion .
mativc Action.
"I'm not saying everyone is
The case has since been handed r·acist,'' she said. "l know the
over to the office of Student De-,. whole school isn't like this but Ji
vclopmcnt. BothSylviaBcssegato · shouldn't have to deal with it. J..
of Student Development and should be able to come to school
Leslie McNeil of Residence Life ~nd have a halfway decent life."
declined comment Citing the con- : .
Luckey hopes tO · move from
fidcntiality of discipline cases.
Brockman to another residence
Freshmen Gina Aitch is a hall but is contemplating living
neighbor of Luckey's and said off campus next semester.
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.Du Bois iniPacts rap, prof says
DAYTON, Ohio - Despite the
criticism they get for sometimes
violent lyrics, rap musicians see
and describe their world in much
the same way as the scholar
W.E.B. DuBois did at the turn of
the century, a professor says.
Like Du Bois, rap artists recognize that they live in a society
with clashing values, contradic. tions, and abuses, said Eric
· Watts, an assistant professor
of coinmunication at the University of Dayton.
The violence they describe is
partly a reflection of the violent
nation they live in, he argues. Rap
provides both the content and the
formri"forCleliate;on these issues
and a chari~e:£~fiartists to define

r~ft:.
·:·

themselves within their community. Watts presented his findings on "Subversion and Selling
Self: Double-Consciousness in
Gangsta Rap" recently at an academic gathering in Miami.
"Rap music provides artists
with the ability to express political ideas, to express an ideology,
to confront people about their
prejudices and to confront themselves about their own prejudices
as well as the rap music itself
being the f~rum for the debate,"
he said. "They're trying to expose conditions that we need io
come to grips with."
. Watts traces the concept of
double-consciousness to Du Bois,
who wrote about former slaves

stripped of their African heritage
by a Eurocentric society that then
imposed its own value system on
them - a value system that belittled them. Blacks who accepted .
thedominantculturedenied their·
ownselfhood. Thosewho,despite
social forces, managed to hold
onto their African identity had to
straddle two worlds, creating a
double-consciousness that let
them scrutinize each environment.
"You can see beyond what
other people can see; it's empowering because you can make
changes," Walts said. "But it can
also be a curse because you can
see things that you don't necessarily want to see."
College Press Service

~-

.ARE YOU JN'NEED OF SOME EXTRA $S$ ?

HAVE'WE GOT ";""' .
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!!!

The HYDE PARK THRIFTWAY
FOOD•DRUG is in need of
mature part-time employees!
Where could
find better
potential employees than at
Xavi.er University!!

we

Experience is what you need and
what better way to get it than by
writing and editing Xavier's yearbook?
Applications for staff and editor-in-chief can be
picked up at the information desk or in the library.
They are due in the Musketeer Annual mailbox in
Student Development by Feb. 25.
.

Make a lasting contribution to XaVier
by being a part of the yearbook staff.

Thrlftway· offers ..• .
. ·
· • · ·Flexible scheduling - perfect for
college students, homemakers, retirees,
and .~. YOU!f
•
Medical insurance
•
Retirement plans, including 401 (k) and
profit sh~ring
•
Paid vacation & holidays
•
Advancement opportunities
•
Friendly working environment

We at Thriftway Food•Drug want you to be part of
our family. YQu can make a differenceI
Fill out an application today at the Hyde Park
Thrlftway, 3872 Paxton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

45209.
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Scholarship
nominations
due soon
Xavier's academic dcpart'"·ments will soon be nominating
: ·students for the Paul L .
. . O'Connor, S.J., Scholarship
' andtheThomasG.Savagc,S.J.,
Scholarships.
The O'Connor Scholarship
is awarded for outstanding academic and extra-curricular
achievement to a junior who is
also a full-time student.
The winner
receives
$5,000 toward senior year
Lui ti on.
The Savage Scholarships
arc awarded for excellence in
the humanities to two sophomores or juniors who are also
full-time students.
The winners
receive
$3,000 toward tuition.
Nominations for these
scholarships are made only
through academic departments.

SOME PEOPLE DON1 WANT
GO AHOSPITAL
FOR CHEST PAIN. .
SO THEY COME HERE INSTEAD.

mm

'

CAREER FAIR
February 11, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If 'you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on February 11, 1994.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1800937-0606
If you have chest pain, call an ambulance and
head for the hospital. It's better than the alternative.
You can help prevent heart disease and stroke.
We can tell you how. Call 1-800-AHA-USAl.

+

American Heart Association~
This space provided as a public service. ©1993. American Heart Association

or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and Sll'C

An Equnl Opportunity Employer
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Letters to the editor

Still seeking
justice for all
·"t.

The equality that Martin Luther King,
Jr. fought for seems worlds away. The
sep'ar.atc washrooms, restaurants, and
drinking fountains arc things of the past,
but the bigotry and closed minds arc still
prevalent. Still today, comments and actior;s. display the ignorance that people
carry about skin color and ethnic origin.
A few weeks ago a terrible thing happened to one of my African American
friends. The. bulletin board outside her
dorm room was vandalized. Swastikas
and words like "nigger" covered the pictures; The girl went to Xavier's office of
Affirmative Action to file a complaint.
Now that the story is otl.t, the victim is
bcingjtidged and treated as if she "asked
for it" and as if it was all her fault. I have
also heard that this -situation has been
blown out of proportion.
How can thatbe? Were the displays of
bigotry not to be taken seriously? Some
people say that it was not meant seriously
or that it was just a joke. · It is not an
amusing situation, bccause·cv~~ if the individuals who did it meant it as a'joke, it still
offended many, both black and white.
Unfortunately, there are still people in
this world who would do something like
this in seriousness. We cannot let any of
these actions "slide" or be accepted whether
they are serious or not.

The charges agahtst these individuals dent fans have also gotten a bad rap.
are not ridiculous or out of proportion. It Alumni and other Xavier fans are getting a
is teaching them and others that it is not wrong impression of Xavier students.
I attended thcDetroit-Mercygamc[Jan.
acceptable by today's society to be prejudiced against any race! It was an inappro- 26] and saw some things that really made
priatc action that should be treated as me think about the bad press the students
such, and proper consequences should be have been getting.
enforced.
There was a blind, handicapped man at
The Xavier community as a whole the game named John sitting by himself in
black,white,Asian,Hispanic,andallother the student section. John wanted some
races - should unite against this. It must friends to share the excitement of the game
be known that wewon'tput up with it! ldo with him. He found those friends in some
recognize that people are entitled to their of the Xavier studenL~ sitting in the student
own opinions, but when other people's section.
Dustin Lehner, a Xavier sophomore,
rights are infringed upon, all just people
should take action.
took the time to get.John a coke and a piece
This university's mission statemcntsays of pizza. Then John started his own cheer.
that it is "committed to equal oppo1·tunity Xavier students joined him in his cheer,
for all pm·sons rcganlle~s of ~ge, sex'. r.~c~, ~vi~I? h,",1.'. ~.1i~h-~v.e_s and making ~ feel
religion, handicap, or natwnal 0~1~1:mllow8~c!~i-l'i1e1 .1 · ·· •·
When we come to this school WC accept dii!!l(li'. :~' 1 Atlth~'hiftf 'of th~··gkme wh~n he needed
mission statement mid should also'ToiioW 11 !i~~gb% ii:i{11di:hercr'id of the Garden~ to be
1
it;~
_ •• · ..
m'] ~· :' '.>d j)icRri.iffi~l;•c~ri~'Pltimmer, a freshman,
Finally' WC should rcfuemher that this \' ''glaclly took him by the amiand helped him
is a Christian school, and a belief of Chris- to the other side.
tians is that there should be justice and'·· Inaddition,Dustingaveaballhecaught
equal opportunity for all.
·:·during the ball-toss to a little boy named
Katie Ward · Matthew who was sitting in the student
freshinan ·:··section With his moth~r. Arid Robby
...Dasvarma·, a senior, was more than happy
"to play catch with the boy.
.
· ; The pointto aUthis is I don't wa~t to s~e
·' 'Y;ood; caring people getting knocked down
· for something they doh;t do. Sure, in, the
heat of batde, som~ small derogat~ry r~
marks will be made, but it's all a part of the
Amid all the chaos surrounding the game.
Crosstown Shootout and the Pete Gillen- ·
Chris Wulfeck
Bobby Huggins clispute; the Xavier stu_senior

Finally .Siving
!fans a hand

- "

.

.

.

Valuable
career choices
I would like to commend The Newswire
for its excellent article on Xaiver'sjoh fair
on Feb. 11, "Diversity Across Careers". I
would like to add several features of the
Job Fair.
Campus Ministry will provide information from a variety of organizations who
sponsor post-graduation vol tin teer opportunities. Campus Ministry will also have
available information about opportwuties
in Religious Miuistl"ies.
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps and the
International Jesuit Volunteers will also
be present.
.Programs in Peace andJ ustice will provide information about opportunities for
peace and conflict studies in graduate
school.
"Diversity Across Careers". provides
the entit-e student population with an opportunity to in_terview for part-time and
full-time positions as well as summer employment and internships in areas of hu. man services, social change, health care,
the arts, government, business and nonprofit organizations .. Students ·will· have
the opportunity to combine values and a
,decent salary in service-oriented employment.
Rev. Benjamin J. Urmston, S.J .
. Director,
Xavier PrograJ118 in
.
. Peace
and Justice
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Horrors of a holocaust neithergone'Dor fOrgott~ri
BY J~ELAuEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Then there are the abortions of babies who have
been diagnosed as having "defects" and abortions of
girls who are the "wrong" sex, which were reported in
Medical World News, among other sources. Along with
our death penalty, these abuses show that our society,

On January 22, 1994, I toured the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC. On
my tour I experienced a mixture of fascination and
horror. I was fascinated by the magnitude of the
Holocaust. The sheer numbers are beyond comprehension; eight million is a number too large to picture in my
mind. Confronted with face after face of tortured and
condemned people, that number began to take on real
meaning for me.
I was horrified at the museum by Hitler's limitless
imagination for violence and the realization that our
world today puts no more-limit on violence than the
Nazis. It was the pictures of the children in particular
like Nazi Germany, is deciding who gets to live and who
that gave my stomach a heavy, sick feeling. These
must die.
pictures and others forced my mind to make parallels
Another of Hitler's sickening policies was the
with the world today. While I don't want to take
destructive co,n~u~st~(;other.c::ou,ntries to provide
attention from the Holocaust tragedy, I'd like to raise
or "living space,",
for
the Germans. He
Lebensraum,
. .
) ; . : ., '•' ) ; i"'..
'··
.1awareness of the horrors that we allow in our own
wanted to makei ·. sure that the Germans had room to
society.
expand a1'd colonize,; ~o he systematically executed
One of Hitler's acts of violence that particularly
millions of people in many of the countries he conmade my stomach turn when I learned about it was
quered.
Operation T-4. This ~volved euthanasia, or "mercy
The quest for living space continues today. Overkilling," of handicapped people. Hitler wanted to
populated China places intense pressure on mothers
purify the German gene pool and spend government
pregnant with a second child to have an abortion.
money on more productive people, so he gassed .
George Grant's book Grand /Uusions: Tlze Legacy ef
physically or mentally handicapped adults to death and Planned Parentlwodpoints oi.t that Planned Parentgave lethal injections to handicapped children. The
hood has supported China's policy and has proposed
museum's pictures of "unwanted" children who were
similar programs in the' U.S., including compulsory
about to be executed brought this historical fact to life
abortion and sterilization. Yet we all condemn Hitler's
forme.
.
.
: · ·
.
',ratio~al~ for killiDg th~:people of the countries he
~~~d~d.
..
.
.
Eutha~asia, hor~ifying a~pe~i ofihe H~l~~au~t:·is
becoming acceptable practice in our country. Many'
The Holocaust Me~orial presented movies showing
medical experiments performed on prisoners in the
people view Dr. Jack Kevorkian, who gives lethal
concentration camps. They made my mind swim with
~jections tohis clients~ so111;~~es with questiona}>le
consent, as a ht1manitarian:; At the very least, he is
questions. How could a human submerge another
setting a dangerous precedent that could easily lead to
human in freezing water, expose him to intense air
pressure, or iDject him with seawater? How could a
another Operation T-4.

''The statement our world is
giving is 'Yes, Again!'"
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America: home of the free~:.._

proclaiming "America the free," arid {
smile atthe prospect' of opportunity; •· .
However, I often find myself mired iii ··
ihe b~reaucracy.tliat affords us this ... \t
"liberty." I ask myself, is freedom
My first memory is filled with shades
paying taxes? Maybe "liberty" is taking
of red, white, and blue. It was a
·
typically warm and bright day in Ripley, out student loans, car loans and personal loans. Or perhaps it's having your
Ohio, July 4, 1976. I remember sitting
name
and numbers pass through
on a street corner by the river watching
thousands
of comput~rs every day only
the colorful parade and listening to the
to
be
sold
to
the highest bidder.
shrill sound of sirens.
Do
you
ever
wonder what real
All aro0nd·me people were cheering
freedom
is?
Do
you ever wonder how
and waving to friends and family.
you
might
view
the
world in which we
Occasionally, a large figure atop a fire
engine or tractor would cast some bubble live had you not been pre-conditioned?
I wonder what images of beauty I
gum in my general direction. A million
would hold in my head. I wonder what
kids, including myself, would then
kind of sounds I would call music. I
greedily gather it up, quickly chewing
wonder whether .or not I would even like
their prized possessions.
the colors red, white, and blue .
. The meniory gets a little foggier every
I try to remain optimistic, but I know
year, yet each time I think back I am
down deep that if America wants to see
filled w,ith mixed emotions.
July 4, 2076, it will have to work hard to
, At times I recall that day with utter
restore the disintegrated bonds between
pride. I feel happy and privileged to be
h~~ans, for it is these bonds that afford
part of such an inspiring day in our
us true freedom. ·
nation's history. I hear the rhetoric ·

BY BRIAN MUELLER.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

\ .

•

doctor request the deaths of 78 people and cut off their
arms and legs for a single anatomical experiment? The
answer, I finally decided, is to convince yourself that
the subjects are not human.
This is exactly what our country believes about
unborn children, and this allows researches to perform
experiments on them in good conscience. The cas!!
could be made that these babies were going to be ,
aborted anyway, but the Holocaust victims were going
to he killed anyway, too.
In a February 1993 Newsweek, Kenneth L.
Woodward describes medical experiments performed
on human fetuses, including one in which "Finnish and
American scientists decapitated a dozen human fetuses,
each aborted live through hysterotomy, and kept the
heads alive artificially for study." Allowing fetal
research and transplantation sets the stage for such
Nazi-like horrors, and it will create another excuse for
legal abortion.
I winced when I saw the museum's pictures of
dismembered bodies and dead children piled on top of
one another. It made me recall the pictures of dismembered fetuses and dead babies piled together in a
garbage can.
I had gone to Washington, DC that weekend with
thirty-four other members of Xavier's Students for Life
to join in the annual March for Life. We marched with
over fifty-thousand other people from all walks of life to
call for an end to abortion and to protest the Roe v.
Wade decision. Twenty-one years ago from the day I
stood pondering in the Holocaust ~useum, America
chose to begin another holocaust, which has aiready
killed over thirty million babies. Like eight million,
·thirty million is an inconceivable number until you look
at the pictures.
At the gates of the Dachau death camp in Germany
are plaques that read "Never Again," to remind the
world that it must not allow such killing to happen
again. As John Powell, S.J., pointed out, the statement
our world is giving is "Yes, Again!"
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XU blinded by Red Flash

PORTS
This week in sports

Mens's basketball:
Sat. at La Salle, 8 p.m. (WCPO-TV, 700 WLW)
Women's basketball:
Dayton tonight, 7 p.m.
Detroit Mercy, 2 p.m. Sat'.
Rifle:
Sat. at Ohio State
Swimming:
Fri. at Navy
Sat. at Loyola (Md.)
Hockey:
At .John Carroll Fri.

INTRAMURAL SIGN-UPS: Go back to those days where dad
used to toss the ball to you uiul~rhand and you smacked it with the
red Captain Cave man Chili. Whiffleball sign- ups begin February
9 and close Feb. 16. Play starts the 21st.
MUSKIES SLIP IN POLLS: Xavier actually dropped two spots in
the USA Today Coaches poll despite three st1·aight victories. The
Musketeers went from 26 to 28. Perhaps the coaches knew
something because XU promptly fell on. their face, losing at St.
Francis 77-73. (See story this page)
MADSEN SHOOTS FOR SECOND: Carol Madsen needs 14
points tonight to become the 2nd All time leading scorer in Xavier
history. Madsen trails the number one spot by'556 points. (See
story page 9)
ICE UPDATE: The XU Ice was forced into a game .with the
Cincinnati Club team because Ball State and Kenyon both can- ..·
celled this week. Two former Cyclones battled the Ice in XU's 113 loss. Mark Withee, Ron Banaga and Mike Frame all scored for .
XU.· Phil Haslet had two assists.
FALCO NS FLY: Bowling Green defeatyed the Xavier swim teams
on Friday. The Women losta close 44-41 meet, while the men were
defeated 47-32. Suzanne Silbersack led the Musketeers with two
firplace finishes.
75 IS MAGIC NUMBER: When holding their opponents to under
75 points, the Xavier men's basketball team has yet to lose. this
year. In the last three seasons, XU is 3-18 when not holding the.
opponent to 75. That includes the St. Francis loos Monday ..
SYKES HURTING: Larry Sykes has sat out the last two games
with sprained ankles.
SWEEPS WEEK: ESPN2 will televise the North Carolina-Duke
game tomorrow night. That just happens to be the first day of the
television sweeps week.

BY

EMMETI' PROSSER

called "St. Francis's biggest game in 15 years",
You cannot stop the St. Francis The Red Flash simply
Red Flash, you can only hope to wanted it more.
Head Coach Tom
contain them.
McConnell's team was 6Xavier did neither.
In one of the biggest upsets in 11, and a mediocre 5~6
college basketball this season, St Northeast Confe1·ence.
Francis of Loretto Pennsylvania
Deon George led the
beat XU 77-73.
comeback for SFC. He
"It was their Super Bowl," scored eight of his 18
Pete Gillen told 700 WLW after points in the killer spurt,
the game. "It was life and death including the lay-up that
for them."
gave the Red Flash the
Xavier looked to have tirings lead for good at 60-59.
in hand when they were up nine
"The lead cvapoated
points 59-50, but the Red Flash in a hurry," said Gillen.
went on a 14-0 run to erase the "Nobody stepped up."
deficit .
. }}ii&'~\
The loss ruined two
. The story"oifu~:~amc was de- fin~; offensive perfori ,\.• "· -· 'i-11 it~!..._. '
fensivc pressiire~2t\?The Muske- . mances.
photo by Holly Brooks
Jeff Massey scored 11
tecrs clidnt:~dnt~~fihe three poirit ;
jJ-/ike Hawkins and other Xl! guards
shot on a regular basis, as a re- . striaght points in the seccouldn "i help out Jef.fMassey in the loss.
sult, SFC hit eight triples. XU ondhalf. Hefinishedwith
contltted 20 turnovers.
20 in the game, including
We played rio defense at all," five three pointers.
the NCAA tournament cornittee.
said Gillen. "We tried to tell our
Senior Tyrice Walker had a
"If we don't play better than
·kids that teams records don't careerhigh26pointsonnineofll that ,we won'tbegoinganywhere
mean a thing, but they clidn 't shooting. Walker carried XU in in March," said Gillen. "They
listen. We got kicked in the head the first half. He had 17 of their out played us and outcoached us.
becatise of it."
34 points. XU was playing with- Justice would not have been
•Playmg with fiv.e senior.start- out Larry Syk~s. ·· ·
served if we w~Uld have won this
ers, in what Andy MacWilliams
The loss could prove fat~l to . game."
THE XAVI~R NEWSWIRE

Xavier vs. La Salle
G!lme time: ·8 p.m. Saturday
Place: Philadelphia Civic Center
TV/Radio:. Channel 9/WLW
AP Rankings: XU28, LSU none

.

.

Xavier Record: 15-3(3-1)
La Salle Record: 8-10 (l-2)
Series Record: XU leads 4-2
L8st meeting: 3/2/93 73~5~ XU

La Sall~ has.. the best s~oring backcourt in the MCC in Kareem
Townes and Paul Burke. Townes leads the league in scorfug with a·
24.5 per game average. Paul Burke averages 14 a game. Townes has
p~·t up 207 threes. Only Massey has scored consistently for XU.

If Larry Sykes is healthy, the Musketeers have a big advantage
here. La Salle has been outrebounded by opponents this season bya
40-35 average. 6-6 Romaine Haywood leads the team in rebounding
With 6.6 per game.
La Salle Coach Speedy Morris played stall last year at the
Gardens and almost beat XU. Gillen and Morris are the two most
colorful coaches in this league. Morris's 161-75 record speaks for
itself. Gillen has the seventh best winning percentage in division I.

Even

XU should have no problem getting ready mentally for this one.
After the loss to the Red Flash, ff( was an XU player I'd be seething
and chomping at the.bit to get back on the floor. The Musketeers
must show the NCAA selection group that Monday was a fluke. A
way to do that is to come out and pound the Explorers.

La Salle's 8-10 record is deceiving. ·The Explorers have played Temple; Illinois and Pennsylvania;
the Ivy league favorite; .They've also lost to Kansas State, which beat number three Kansas; -The Muskies
can't afford to play around. They should win by eight , but if Sykes isn't healthy; look out. E.P.
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Madsen climbs the ladder
B K.Jpp HANLEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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Lady MuskieS~
gain split with
MCCfoes

Two years ago, Head Coach
Mark Ehlen was looking for the
missing ingredient on an improving women's basketball program.
BY KIPP HANLEY
He found it in the name of
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Carol Madsen, a Cincinnati native who transferred from Purdue
There is no place like home,
University.
especially for thcXavie1·women 's
#30 has done wondc;~ for
basketball team.
Xavier since her arrival. Voted
Both conference losses thatXU
as both pre-season MCC playcrhas suffered have occurred on
of- the- year as well as an Allthe road. First, it was a 33-point
Amcrican, Madsen has dazzled
' thrashing atthc hands of the Buther opponents on both offense
, ler Bulldogs.
and defense.
Just.this past Thursday, the
In only her third season at
Fighting Irish ofNotrc Dame used
XU,Madsenisjustl4pointsaway
a 10-0 run at the end of the first
from becoming Xavier's second
half to put the Muskies away, 72all-time scorer.
· ·
58.
She became one of the
Xavie~ was led by Freshman
Muskies' eight 1000-point scorJenny.Rauh's 17.points while
ers in just two· seasons.
Carol Madsen added 16. Senior
Her 19.8 scoring average last
Guard led Kara Leary led a balyear along with her tremendous
anced Irish attack with 12 points.
rebounding and passing helped
With both teams shooting poorly,
Xavier to its first NCAA tourna·' the key to the game was reboundment birth.
Despite more teams keying on
. . .
-~- •.,,, .. _,
photo· by'&I Wolff ·. ing.
her this year, Carol has still manCaro/Maden shootsfor secondpla~e on theXllscoring ast tolliglzt. .
Once again, Xavier was
outbo~r~ed convincingly in their ·
aged to average 16.S·points per
sixth_IOss of the seas.on.
game. However, :what .is more im- . game r~~k~ eighth natio~ally. . .
. ._·_ . .
.
"We played hard defensively
pressive this year about Madsen
"Plain and simple, she's a winner," complimented Co~ch Ehlen.
has been her ability to fmd the.
. Come out and see the Carol Madsen show Wednesday night at hut they ( ND) really beat us on
the hoards," said Coa_ch Mark
open plarer. Her 7 .3 assists per Schmitt Fieldhouse against the Dayton Fiyers. .
.
.
Ehlen.

This weekend at Loyola
could 'vc spelled disaster for the
Lady Muskies after losing to ND
and having only one day of rest.
However, XU managed t.o
overcome all of this to heat the
Uamhlers, 77-68.
Carol Madsen threw in 23
points to help the Muskies come
back from a 10 point first half
deficit.
XU looked very relaxed compared to their tight performance ·
against Notre Dame.
"We really executed well offensively. The fact that we
bounced back like this is a very
good sign," stated Ehlen.
Xavier is now 4-2 in the conference and 12-6 overall. With
January behind them, the Musketeers mtist begin to play consistently in order to repeat last
year's fabulous February.
"ltis kcythatwcfinishstrong
this season. It was at this point
last year when we made our
run," declared Ehlen.
XU will start the month at
home this Wednesday against
the Dayton Flyers.

Ge11try: more tlt?It higlt. sq™-'

.

. BY MIKE· LEEN ; ..

. . "Steve is · our emotional
leader,"·
;said Head
Pete.....
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
- .
. ·-·· - Coach:
,-···,,·. . .
Gillen. "Heisourbestdefender.''
Always willing to create rather
than
convert, he has come to be
Sometimes Steve Gentry
considered
much more ofa threat
seems like a man removed from
as
a
passer
than a scorer.
more familiar surroundings.
As
a
result,
many defenders
With his shaven head, kneehave
laid
off
of
him only to be
high socks, and indomit~ble
surprised
by
one
of
his explosions
spirit, he'd be just as much at
to
the
basket.··
or
a
three-pointer
home playing basketball on the
made
by
instinct.
'
asphalt of a public playground
In overtime during the UC
or in the ancient gym of some
game,
Gentry pullc'd up and hit a
urban recreation center.
three pointer to give a six:
clutch
Like Jamal Walker before
him, Gc.itry is the strectball · poi11t lead.
"Gentry is not a good shooter,"
scrapper in the rieatly prel!sed
said Cincinnati Coach Bob
·
collegiate uniforin. . ·
In the more civilized arena of Huggins. "He wants to win, he
Division I co,llege ball, Gentry practically willed that hall in
there."·· · ·
has fared well. He is averaging
Perhaps the most telling sta5.3 points per game along with
tistic,
however, is the one rarely
5.8 assists.
'

.

,·

'

'.

•:,

•

i:; '

t' . . :. ·;.:

recorded in a pla.yer's:mimber~;,;.'J,; _.,_,,
: . : r ..:; t.:f1
-· .-. ·.·1
· So far. this season~ Genfry has
~oaked up over 20 offensive fouls
from opponents.
Ifhe were a soldier in combat,
Gentry wouldn't think twice
about diving on top of a live grenade in order to save the rest of
the platoon. If any player has
sacrificed his body for the sake of
Xavier basketball, it's been Gentry.
"
.
He's be~n playing. with a
sprained ankle and a thigh bruise.
. When asked what he would do
for a daf off during this grueling
stretch of games, Gentry grinned
and said ·~I'd just soak,"
With today's player's bowing
out because of flu symptoms and
minor sprains, commitment like
Gentry's is refreshing.
So, too, is his effortful play.
~-'.\.

photo by Holly Broob

Steve Gentry: Xll's/earle.rs leader.
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The next level: Xavier just can't find it
Emmett

Prosser
Sports editor
The elevator is stuck.
It's not going anywhere.
The phrase "the next level'
comes often when one speaks
about Xavier Basketball. When
isthatschoolon Victory Parkway
going to get to the top of Carew
Tower. Enough ofthis close hut
no cigar stuff.
Every team is going to lose.
The Evansville thrashing was understandable.
It's a hostile environment, a
conference game, playing without your best player after the
biggest win of the season.
But the defeat at St. Francis is
another story.
Loretto, Pennsylvania is not

Bloomington, Indiana. The
Northeast Conference is not the
Big Ten. The Red F1ash plays
teams such as Rider and Wagner,
not Michigan and Purdue.
SFC came in with a record of
6-11, not 11-6 like Evansville.
They were 5-6 in one of the weakest leagues in the country.
The NEC doesn't get a full
page in College Basketball previews , they get a paragraph.
The player of the year in the
NEC last year was Derrick Suber,
not Derrick Coleman.
So what happened?
Xavier played six games in a
13 day span when they were in a
vulnerable position. The Musketeers were hurt, Brian Grant and
Larry· Sykes sat out games with
injuries.
They were tired. After the
great win two weeks ago over UC,
the spring from their step was
gone. Their usual jolt of emotion
short circuited.
Injuries are part of sports.
Every team has to deal with them.

Sure the Johnson and Johnson
XU isn't ready to play teams lantic 10, but the East coast's
company has supplied XU with like St. Francis or Hartford be- premier league said no. They
enough tape to wrap 100 Egyp- cause they don.) play enough won't be able to schedule many
tian mummies in.
teams like Cint:innati or Duke.
non-conference games next seaBut sprained ankles, sore
XUcries for respect. There is son because the MCC expanded.
knees and thigh bruises should no way the Musketeers. will get
Also, Pete Gillen took the
send messages to the XU players · anyuntiltheyprovethattheycan blame for the brutal NBA like
who usually watch the game from
paste teams like. St. Francis, stretch, when the wounded could
a folding chair.
Southern Utah, even Evansville. not rest. However, scheduling
Sykes, Steve Gentry, Grant
Take Duke off the schedule the Aces after UC was a mistake.
and Michael Hawkins deserve a
and the XU slate looks like a who's
The worst part about this emtremendous amount of credit for
who of teams that are stuck in the barrassment is that the NCAA
playing with the pain.
So What section of Division I bas- tournament committee starts to
Sykes probably should have
ketball.
watch the scoreboard now.
sat out the Detroit game, but he
When the media opens the
. The Red F1ash are buried in
scored 20 points.
paper and. sees that Xavier beat the mid to bottom lOO's in the
-. ... Its, obvious that Grant UNC-Asheville or Maryland Bal- . power ratings. When the com~Hawkin~~~\! Gen~ry-~re ~;s.tep timore-County, they just figure mittee looks at XU for an at large
slower,. but this w~s still ·st.
Xavier should have won anyway. bid, this defeat could cancel out
~F·· : r."~ f~.:.,,
~ ('·: ~
Yesterday's unexpectedlosslooks the great win over UC.
.ranc;.1s.'l:,"
. , ·.,
... \
XU rebounded from' the like a cancer.
·
IfGillen's bunch of Little EnEvansville loss well with victories
Look at UC. The committee gines that think they can don' tget
over Dayton, Detroit and Loyola,
doesn't have time. to take a seri- in gear, the elevator that climbs
but a loss to any one of those ous look at the Memphis State tothe NCAA tournament will not
teams would have been more ac- loss, because right tinder it is an open it's doors.
ceptable because of the rivalries
upset over Massachusetts.
They'll have to push the NIT
XU shares with each.
XU's hands are tied right now. button, which in Xavier's case
How do you solve it?
They are in a lose-lose situation. will stand for: Not Indicative of
Scheduling.
They tried to get in to the At- Talent.
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True drama brought to the screen
BY CHRISTIAN BOEHM

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE '

Mini-workshop is a smash hit
As the program says: "Toolhox was assembled by students
between their classes, at night, in their extra moments, all of
whom were driven by their common interest in theatre as a tool
of expression. This is theater-in-the-rough-a show about the
possibilities of performance."
This is the perfect description of this weekend's production
of Toolhox, put on by a group of Xavier Players.
It was a little over an hour filled with laughter, insights,
music, art and thought-provoking pieces written, directed and
performed by students who love to do this. It was obvious this
was their passion, their forte.
Surprisingly, Sunday was even more crowded than Saturday despite the Super Bowl.
Each scene was different from the one before and anyone
could have found something to relate to, from Brendan
Cronin's Solarium about how two angry people on the front
stoop led him to caffeine and then to jail to Matt Twomey's
How Many Licks Does It Take to Get to tlte Center ofa 357
about how a young man is affected by the suicide of a girl he's
only known for three days.
Johnny Slick and the Neat Beat Trio mellowed the crowd
with their beatnick, hip version of Tlte Jabberwocky by Lewis
Carroll. I think Lew would have loved it.
It was small and intimate, a side of the theater we don't get
to see often, literally. The bottom side. The under side. The
Undercroft. It's where'they build all the sets and it's a place
not many people get to see unless they work in the theater.
The perfect place for this kind of entertainment we don't
see enough of at Xavier. A small cabaret where talented
students can show their stuff.
If someone likes to play basketball they can go to the Sports
Center and pick up a ball. It's nice to see that if someone likes
to act, they just can pick up a script and act here on campus.
Hopefully Toolhox will be done again and again and again.
Let's see what other sides of the theater we can explore and
discover.
DOLLARS FOR ART? - The TaftMuseum will be showing
a new art collection of dollar bills. For almost a year James·
Montford has been sending one dollar· hill each day to the ·
museum. Each has the name of an "artist of color" and
celebrates Black History Month. The entire exhibit is entltled
Jam~s Montford: Tlw 4rti.st Dollars Project, and consists of
365 bil!s with clippings and other information about the
individual artists. This exhibit is on display in the Education
room at the Taft Museum Feb. 4-28.
WRITERS ARE STILL NEEDED - I need writers who are
into the different music scenes here in Cincinnati and in the
recording industry itself. If you like country, rap or any other
music let me know, and you can write for Diversions. If you
don't like to write but you have a story idea, let me know. Call
745-3832 or drop by the Publications House next to the CBA
building.
NEXT WEEK - New writer Drew Babson tells us about his
Smashing Pumpkins mq>erience. Jay Kalagayan reviews
Shadow/ands, the C.S. Lewis biography. I talk about my
relationship with James (the band) and we let you know what's
happening on campus and around the area to celebrate Black
History Month. And possibly some good tips for Valentine's
Day (yes, it's almost here)--what to do and where to go and
how to get that someone special.

lntlieNameoftlieFatlierisnot
an ·anti-English film, nor does it
advocate the tactics of the Irish
Republican Army. Director Jim
Sheridan 'sfilrnis a political thriller
al>Out fathers and sons.
The film chronicles the true story
of a father and son, Guiseppe and
Gerry Conlan, who along with
friends and family members are
falsely convicted ofthehombin~ of
two pubs in Guilford in 1974.
Academy award winner Daniel
Day-Lewis (My LeftFoot)portrays
Gerry, th~ ~~eVOUS,;\Y~rking
class;you~,:w~oin th~ ~js dramatic OM~~~equ,en~ acci~ently
incites a riot~tw~n C_ath~li~civil
ians and British soldiers. :
The scene is brilliantly done
with unique camera angles and fast
paced drama set to the blistering
sound of Jimi Hendrix's Voodoo
Ckild.
Insisting Belfast is too dangerous for Gerry, his fatherGuiseppe,
portrayed by. veteran EiJglish actor PeterPotlethwaitee,adviseshim
to leave and live in England.
He goes to there with his childhood friend Paul Hill. They meet
up with old friends and live with
them for some time in a commune
butare kicked out because they are
Irish. The two then go live on park
benches and steal money .
During this period, bombs explodein twopuhskillingfivepeople.

l\,.J

. " BY JAY KALAGAYAN

·;:'!)E XAVIER NEWSWIRE
'' · · · ·
;·The c~lriiH bliok wo~lcl is full
of super-heroes, mutants, and
spandex. The majority of the
industry is designed around
righting wrongs and fighting for
truth, justice, and some
country's way.
. The existence of two giants in
the comic book worlds, DC and
Marvel, has made it nearly impossible for independent companiestogetofftheground. Companies that are successful follow
the super-hero pattern; c1·eating
their own characters, seeing it as
the only way to survive in such a
cutthroatficld.Oneofthecxceptions is the comic Bone.
It's about three travelers from
Boncville, Smiley Bone, Phoney
BoneandFoneBone.Asyoucan
guess, they are cousins. The trio
are kicked out of Boneville and
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Gerry Conlon (Dank/ Day-Lewis) i.s tortured in tlte new
Universal Pictures release In the Name of the Father
Gerry and three of his friends are
arrested. by. authorities ·when he
returns to Ireland.
They are deported hack to England and his father and fwnily go
along to rescue him.
The "GuilfordFour" are falsely
convicted because. they confessed
after mental and physical abuse
un~erpolicecustody'. Gerry'sfamily is also convicted for the crimes
and are sentenced to life in priSon'.
Guiseppe and. Gerry live together in a British maximum security prison and under the darkest
circumstances, Gerry learns to love
and respect his ailing father.
Daniel Day-Lewis gives another
Oscarcaliberperformance, undergoing the change from angry self-

I

centered youth to loving, caring
son. Postlethwaite gives an Oscar
worthy performance as well, portraying the elderly father whose
religious and pacifist actions are
mistakenly perceived as weak by
the immature Gerry.
Academy award winner Emma
Thompsongivesacourageousperformance,astheB1itishcivil-rights
attorney who fights for Gerry
Guiseppe's freedom.
With great perfom1ances by
Day-Lewis, Potlethwaite and
Thompson and a thundering
soundtrack with son~ by Bono,
Hendrix and Bob Marley, In tlw
Name oftlie Father is a suspenseful, compelling drama which
should not be overlooked.

•

•

s success· 1s no surpnse
get lost in the Wilderness. Chased
by plagues of locusts; i:he'three
enter a hi_dden valley; •··. . .
There they encounter Ii red .
dragon with ga.atee; a taIJiliig
katydidandhisfivefoothrothe.r;'
Cincinnati-like weather; horrible,ratcreatures; andcowracinghumans.
.. . .
.. Bonegripsyouwithsu~pense,
romance, fascinating creatures,
and excellent· storytelling. The
characters. are· lovable and hilarious. The simple plotis deceiving to the reader, who is
caught off guard by the off-heat
humor.
.
.
The story's situations and
scenes leave the readers wanting
more, almost feeling sorry hecause they have to wait another
grueling two months for the next
issue.
A perfect balance of modest
setting and a twisting plot catch
the emotions of the readers while

a

presenting an innocent view of a
complicated world.
The comic is done by Jeff
Smith, whowritesandillustrates
the bimonthly title. He started
thecomicasalaboroflove, workingon thetitleforsheerpleasure
andnotforthecash.Atfirstsales
were low, but Smith stuck with
it,mesmerizingreaderswithbone
chilling scenery and beautifully
drawn creatures.
The few fans spread the word
aboutthehigh-qualitycomicand
soon thenumberofhuyers grew.
Now Bone has become a comic
book with a huge legion of fans
who will guamntee Bo11e is here
to stay.
Boneiscurrcntlyonissue#ll
of an ongoing series. The Black
& White comic is on sale at most
comic specialty shops like Queeii'
CityComicsandCarcls. Thefirst
six issues arc 011 sale as 11 trade
paperback
•
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Blackness sheds new light on race relations
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Shades of Blackness reviewed
-

BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE.
Did freeing the slaves actually .help Blacks as it was supposed to? What is the current
state of race relations hi America?
How are Blacks looked upon in
ourcountry?ScottHale,aXavier
student, offered an answer to
these questions in his production
last weekend of Shades ofBlack-

ness.
Part One, Free At Last, set
shortly after the Emancipation
Proclamation, depicts the situation many Blacks experienced
after being granted their "freedom."
George, excellently played by
Te'troAmaru, fmds himselflooking for jobs which require an
education. Hecruestions,~hether
slavery was ill fact better for him

because although he was not free
at least he was provided for.
His wif~, Charlotte, (Dena
Montgomery) says that "folks
with less than you" have made it
so why would he be unable to do
the s~me. She has faith that if a
struggle for actual equality occurs, Blacks will one day achieve
it.
Charlotte's brother, Uncle
Jesse, (Shon Cunningham) echoes his siste1·' s beliefs, and claims
the only difference now that he is
free is that he has been promoted from "nigger" to "Mr.
Nigger."
Some other -sla~es improved
their situation by- forgetting
about their family, such as another one of Charlotte's brothers, the aptly named Uncle Thomas who "sold himself' when he
married a white girl.
Even though freedom ~as sl.1p-
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posed to raise his self image,
George is ashamed of what he
has and begins to question his
faith in God.
He wants so badly to provide
for his family, to have the power
to vote and to do something to
get out of this situation.
Understandably Gco1·ge is
frustrated and says he is one
incident away from going over
the edge.
Free at Last ends with a
brick being thrown through the
window. Had things really improved?
Toki:ii1 · NS'ti1:'e\ ~th'c, se·c·ond
part'oftlieiires~ritatilin';snowcd
1
••

·1·

sorit~'-cufrifrlt viewi!~'f'tac~T'ela

tiori~! "The' 'chi'SS'rdolh i sifu'ation
depicted u~ thcipl~f shows the
teacher (Pat Cooney) showing
the "I Have a Dream" speech for
Black History Month and then
going on with noi·mal business.
For some people, showing the
speech is more tHan enough of a
celebration. However for others, Black History Month does
not just begin
end 'with that
speech. ·
.i ·
.

or

When questioned by one of
his students about why there is
not more done for the celebration, the teacher states hedoesn 't
want to go overboard. His comments set off a discussion among
his stµdents.

A wide variety of issues are
touched upon. Why are all the
Black youths with beepers
thought of as drug dealers?
Where would Blacks he without
affirmative action and welfare?
Why are Blacks allowed to call
each other nigger? Why do students learn so little about Black
history? Is it entirely their fault
Black people have been unable
to lay a foundation for their future up to this point? Do Blacks
use racism as a crutch?
A very important thing happened as these questions were
being debated by the students.
The teacher abstained from significantly moderating thediscussiom Too often, both sides of the
story did not get equal time.
Although the teacher did not.
have control over his class, Scott
Hale showed _his control. He
allowed both the white and the
black view to he voiced.
Anothe1· thing that Hale
should be commended for is the
fact that he included the views of
other minorities as well, such as·
a person of Spanish heritage.
Many people forget to consider
other races living in America
when race is discussed.
Works like Scott Hale's are
vehicles that will stimulate discussion. The next step is ours.
Thank you Mr. Hale~

Campus Interviews
March 8, 1994
OLDE, Airie~ic~'s:Full Service Discount BrokersM·
· is looking for motl.vated people to establish a
career in the brokeri:lge business.

OLDE offei:s:
12-18 month .paid tralning program
Potential six~figU:re income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and t.he de~ire to
excel, sign up for an on-campus mterv1ew on .
March 8, 1994 in the Career Center. ·.·· ..

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937.. 0606
or send resume to':
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

-
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saturday
Compikd by John McHale, D.D.S.
• As another part of Black History Month, students will have the opportunity
to venture out to the renown Museum of African American History in Wilberforce,
Ohio. The trip will cost· $3 for students. Meet in front of the University Center.

wednesday

'

• At 3 p.m. something could change your life as you now know it. If you dare go to the
OKI room in the University Center, you can experience the wonder of the English Chm
in all its glory. Elections for officers and other neat things will he going on.
• Today the Lady Musketeers take on the Lady Flyers of the University of Dayton.
All of you wacky and wild basketball fans can go on up to the Fieldhouse to witness our
other successful basketball team.

thursday

• Melvin Speed
will play Sudsy' s tonight.
The show will
begin aroun~
,10 p;m.
ar~~ Will
"
'
·
c~~·
··..i.~,,·.~ "Y·i·.,_·r·,.\.
cost you $5 if your under 21 and $3 if you 're over.
'
f-01 ·s~'f~: ~r '•<-uJ
\~~/~~ff

·~·

sunday
• I know everyone looks forward to Sundays when I reveal to you who is going
to play at the next Classical Piano Series. Well I won't keep you itching in your
pants to fmdoutwho'sne~t-itis Israeli-horn pianist Dana Vered. It's at2:30p.m.
in the University Center Theater.

• Where do all of those neat events and clubs and things from? Could it he our
own clever, crafty, and ingenius S.GA? I THINK SO! Remember-they like it if you
show up at the Terrace Room at 3 p.m.and sit and ponder the wonders of the
universe with them. Oh! There is so much to discuss!

friday
T.f I.

• I

monday

• Money, Money, Money! Here's a chance to show off your oratory talent. Show off
your abilities in either poetry, prose, or dramatic presentation about the MricanAmerican experience. Prizes include $100 for first place, $ 75 for second place, and $50
for third place. Speak your mind in the University Center Theater at 6 p.m.

.

'

\~--\

tuesday
• Oh h~y, I ahnostlorgot that SAC has their meeting somewhere today.

· . Texas Roadhouse
All Students '.
New Restaurant opening. HirFind out how 500 students will
. ing all positions, great pay and get the most out of their summer
benefits. Apply in person at 11525 with our program. Looking to fill
Chester Road, Sharonville (old Mgmt. positions in Cincinnati,
T.W. Lee's).
·;·Dayton, Springfield and Lexington! Position offers great r~swne
building experience; Avg. sum-·
Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly mer income between $6,000 stuffing envelopes. For details - $8,000 (realistic). Mgmt. trainRUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
ing Program and full-time supGROUP FIVE port staff provided. Call· 1-80057 Greentree Drive, Suite 307 543-3792.
. Dover, DE 19901
· ··

GET·MONEY l'BOMYODBDCll llSTUD~

1·

Your· ~le Sam. Every. year Army
fees. They even pay a Oat rate for text·
ROTC. a~ds. scholarships to· hW1dreds books .and supplies. You cilP also receive
of talentecf :students. If YOU· quaJifY,
an ~OWailce Of UJ) to $}()()() each
these ~lit-based echolarship8 can . ..
school . year the· scholai'ship .is ·m
help vau pay tWtion 8nd education81 • · . . • effect .. Find ·oot tOday if yoi.i Qualify.

Travel Ahro.ad wtd ·work~ -,
Make up to $2,000-$4,ooof./m~.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. ·
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
moreinformationcall: (206)6321146 ext. J5564.

Summer
Positions/Internships

Student Sprinklers now has
openings in MI, OH, IN. Get
~ experience running your
won business while earning
$10,000+. Complete training
and support provided.
Call Steve Immed

1-800-265-7691

.IDft' ROTC
111·wgnn,co••*COUlll 1GU Cll l11E.
Jbi.4etaila, mit St.. Barbara Hall or c:au

.

14i-314t '

•••SPRING BREAK '94• • •
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida & Padre! 110% Lowest
Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT.
TRAVEL (800) 328-7283.

•••Attention•••
Houses & Apt's. for
1994/95 Year.
3 Houses - 3 Bdrms for $650
Apt's - 1015 Dana
Call now for best selection!

772-0909

s-'-
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Stair
5 Examines
10 Sprint
1• Lllnd: abbr.
15 Go-between
18 Give tne eye
17 Facilitate .
18 Very angry
19 Extinct birds
20 Hulk Hogan. e.g.
22 Thing hard to
. e11plafn
2• Waite
a11DWance
25 Rotate rapidly
28 Lllced again
29 Kind of sweater .
33 Pensive poem
34 Thick soup
35 Hatchet
36 Of sound mind
37Warbles
36 Purpllsh·brown
39 Ike's command
.an. poet
•1 Stubborn
animals
~1994 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
•2 Wood eaters
. ·:··'·
""Baseball's
Mickey
8 Explosive
"5 Okla. cny
9 Church features
•6 Sandwich store 1o Mask
"""._...~.,.
•1 Black Su
11 Elicited
12 Hit hard
peninsula
50 Agents selling
13 .. ....., ;011x:
. property
good ...
5" Crazy
",; . ·21 Canasta card ...
55 Convey"
.~' :.23 Afr. river .
!o;.f.£+::.+:T
57 Wading bl~ ,., .._ 25 Come. forth
. 58 Part of USA: ·
· . suddenly
abbr; ·
26 Adjust
.59 L.lill •·. .· .
27 Hspplfy · ·
. -60 Electi'lcal tarril .: 28 Singing voice'•: ·
· · · 29 Kicks a football ~~r+.;,
- 61 Leery ·
. 32 Go In
30 Leap using a
63 SnllkeHke fish ..
pole
· 31 Outdo
· · DOWN ·
... 32 Singer Della
· t Meat dilh
34 Yearned . , .
.,_ .
. 2 s1g11 of sorrow·· ··37 Capable of '""
u·p.roar
50
· being appeased ·"4 Scanty
3 GHllc
"Standing In eyes 38 - damages
•&Thick
51 Woodwind
.a Have a meal
47 Talon . ,
, 52 S!l;l!lll stream
of others
5 Followed·:'·· ;; ,,.., Shopping center •a Cfty.·ofltalla cnl ·.53 Faat planes
6 Wading bird
"3 °Thanks for
49 Bakery. . . . . 56 Howard of
7 Char
the - "
employee ' ·.. : · ·
movies

.s..

'.''
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HEiP!

,.;

·were you starti~g to ·wonder ,
where the Math puzzles have been?
Well they' re back.

To start off the semester,

there is a change in where -s.olu':'.'·
tions are to be dropped off. Ins tea~

·. · ~ ·

'

,

The eight queens 'on the
· : chcssboud ln Figure 6.69 dominate the board
· tn the sense that cv_cry c;cll not occupic~ by
a queen is under att3Ck by :u lean one of
chc queens. On rhc other hand, no two of the
queens amack each other. The problem is to
move exactly three of the queens so char, in
the fin:d position, the queens will agahl
dominate the board and. no tWo queens will
anack each other. (A queen may move any
distance horizontally, vcrtic:illy, ~r diagon·
ally.)

1

~f.-addre~si.~g ·.~?·~1:1.tio~s·..'~o

Q
Q

the Xavier Mail Roon\, there is

Q
Q

.now a mail box in
. the math
. . tutor-

. Q

ing lab, 'which is labeled

Q
Q

•student Math Competition•.

Q

The first puzzle ls a combina-

tion of ma.th and chess, So good

luck and have fun.

FIGUR:fi 6:6?

2.

.

What is the lara;est number or
' knia:htS that can be placed on a 6 >< 6 chessboard so that they arc Independent?
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